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Last changes (1)

- **quotaIds:**
  - moved from ‘Mailbox’ object to additional account’s capability "urn::ietf::params::jmap::quota" as a property

- **Scope:**
  - Reduced to only one scope field

- **Datatypes:**
  - Added an array to extend the objects that can benefit from Quotas
Last Changes (2)

- Quota/query:
  - Added "/query" and "/queryChanges"

- Quotas/changes:
  - Added an “updatedProperties” field, as “used” might be the only frequently changed property in quota

- Push:
  - Added the push notifications for Quota state change
Last changes (3)

- **Description:**
  - Added a “name” field for Quota

- **Soft vs hard limits:**
  - Added “softLimit” and “warnLimit” as optional fields

- **ResourceType:**
  - Only need types like “count” or “size”
  - Datatypes are covering objects we measure
  - Should Byte be the only allowed unit for “size”?
Questions?